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Greece
Christos Golfinopoulos
Golfinopoulos Law Office

Antitrust law

1 What are the legal sources that set out the antitrust law 
applicable to vertical restraints?

The legal source that sets out the antitrust law applicable to vertical 
restraints is Law No. 3959/2011 on Protection of Free Competition (the 
Law), which entered into force on 20 April 2011 and replaced Law No. 
703/1977 on Control of Monopolies and Oligopolies and Protection of Free 
Competition. It has been amended by Law No. 4013/2011 (15 September 
2011). The text of the law and its amendment is available in Greek on the 
Hellenic Competition Commission’s (the HCC) website at www.epant.gr/
nsubcategory.php?Lang=gr&id=240.

In line with article 101(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU) (formerly 81(1) of the EC Treaty), article 1(1) of 
the Law prohibits all agreements and concerted practices between under-
takings and decisions by associations of undertakings, that have as their 
object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition 
within the Greek territory.

Agreements, decisions or concerted practices that fall within the pro-
hibition of article 1(1) are exempted under article 1(3) of the Law, provided 
the agreement, decision or concerted practice under examination:
• contributes to the improvement of production or distribution of goods 

or to the promotion of technical or economic progress;
• ensures at the same time a fair share of the resulting benefits to 

consumers;
• contains only those restrictions absolutely necessary for the attain-

ment of the above objectives; and
• does not allow the undertakings concerned to eliminate competition 

in a substantial part of the relevant market.

Types of vertical restraint

2 List and describe the types of vertical restraints that are 
subject to antitrust law. Is the concept of vertical restraint 
defined in the antitrust law? 

The prohibition of article 1(1) of the Law extends to agreements consisting, 
particularly, in:
• directly or indirectly determining selling or purchase prices or any 

other trading condition;
• limiting or controlling production, supply, technological development 

or investments;
• sharing of markets or sources of supply;
• applying dissimilar trading conditions to equivalent transactions, in a 

way that hinders the operation of competition, in particular the unjus-
tifiable refusal to sell, purchase or enter into any other transaction; or

• making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other 
contracting parties of supplementary obligations which, by their 
nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts.

Restrictions between undertakings operating at a different level of the pro-
duction or distribution chain, whose object or effect may fall within any 
of the prohibitions listed above, constitute vertical restraints covered by 
antitrust law. The list is indicative and therefore non-exhaustive. The most 
common vertical restraints dealt with by the HCC include resale price 
maintenance, territorial and customer restrictions, and exclusive supply 
and dealing. 

In practice, the HCC has applied by analogy the criteria set out in 
EC Regulation No. 2790/1999 on the application of article 101(3) TFEU 
to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices and the rel-
evant European Commission Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (see HCC 
announcement (17 December 2001) on the application of EC Regulation 
No. 2790/1999 at www.epant.gr/img/x2/categories/ctg277_3_1196950972.
pdf ). Article 1(4) of the Law now explicitly provides that the provisions of 
the EU Regulations on the application of article 101(3) TFEU shall apply by 
analogy when examining the application of article 1(3) of the Law to agree-
ments, decisions and concerted practices that are not likely to affect trade 
between member states.

Legal objective

3 Is the only objective pursued by the law on vertical restraints 
economic, or does it also seek to promote or protect other 
interests? 

As is evident from the wording of article 1, the objective pursued by the 
Law is economic, namely the protection of competition. In this respect, 
consumer benefit is also taken into consideration when applying article 
1(3) of the Law.

Responsible authorities

4 Which authority is responsible for enforcing prohibitions 
on anticompetitive vertical restraints? Where there are 
multiple responsible authorities, how are cases allocated? Do 
governments or ministers have a role?

The HCC is responsible for enforcing article 1 of the Law (article 14 
of the Law). The HCC is an authority with legal personality, admin-
istrative and economic independence, under the supervision of the 
Minister of Economy, Competitiveness and Marine (formerly Minister of 
Development) and is subject to parliamentary control. It consists of eight 
regular members that include the president, the vice president and four 
rapporteurs. The HCC staff is organised under a directorate-general for 
competition and an independent office of internal affairs. The directorate-
general for competition further consists of four directorates, the legal ser-
vices directorate, two operational directorates and the administrative and 
financial support directorate, plus a media sector unit and a research and 
processing of information unit. The HCC president’s office and the legal 
support office also report directly to the president.

Since 2009, it is only the HCC, acting in plenary session, and not the 
minister, that may allow the block exemption of categories of agreements 
on the basis of article 1(3). The supervising minister may apply to the HCC 
for interim measures, which may only be adopted by the HCC, either fol-
lowing such an application or ex officio. Further intervention of the min-
ister is limited to administrative and organisational matters of the HCC.

Actions for annulment of the HCC’s decisions may be brought before 
the Athens Administrative Court of Appeals.
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Jurisdiction

5 What is the test for determining whether a vertical restraint 
will be subject to antitrust law in your jurisdiction? Has the 
law in your jurisdiction regarding vertical restraints been 
applied extraterritorially? Has it been applied in a pure 
internet context and if so what factors were deemed relevant 
when considering jurisdiction?

Under article 46 of the Law, article 1 covers all restrictions of competition 
that have or may have any impact or effect within Greek territory, regard-
less of factors such as the place of execution of the agreement, or the par-
ties’ domicile or establishment.

Agreements concluded by public entities

6 To what extent does antitrust law apply to vertical restraints 
in agreements concluded by public entities? 

Under article 6(1) of the previous Law No. 703/1977, the provisions of the 
Law explicitly applied to public undertakings and public utilities compa-
nies. It was also possible by ministerial decision, issued following an HCC 
opinion, to exclude such undertakings or categories of such undertakings 
from the application of the Law, for reasons of their greater importance to 
the national economy. Both provisions have been omitted from Law No. 
3959/2011. Since there is no exception, the provisions of the Law will apply 
to public undertakings and public utilities companies in connection with 
their economic activities.

Sector-specific rules

7 Do particular laws or regulations apply to the assessment of 
vertical restraints in specific sectors of industry (motor cars, 
insurance, etc)? Please identify the rules and the sectors they 
cover.

No particular rules exist with regards to the assessment of vertical restraints 
in specific sectors of industry. Where appropriate for the analysis, the HCC 
will normally refer to the provisions of the existing EC Regulations (eg, in 
the motor vehicle sector).

General exceptions

8 Are there any general exceptions from antitrust law for 
certain types of agreement containing vertical restraints? If 
so, please describe.

On 2 March 2006, the HCC issued a Notice on agreements of minor 
importance (de minimis), available at www.epant.gr/img/x2/categories/
ctg250_3_1200308071.pdf. In this notice, the HCC uses market-share 
thresholds to quantify what is not an appreciable restriction of competi-
tion under article 1 of the Law, in which case such agreements shall not be 
caught by the prohibition of article 1(1) of the Law. The Greek De Minimis 
Notice follows the European Commission Notice on agreements of minor 
importance that do not appreciably restrict competition under article 81(1) 
of the EC Treaty (post-Lisbon, article 101(1) TFEU) (OJ C 368, 22 December 
2001, page 13).

The general rule is that, according to the HCC’s view, an agreement 
between undertakings does not appreciably restrict competition within the 
meaning of article 1(1) of the Law in the following situations:
• if the aggregate market share held by the parties to the agreement does 

not exceed 5 per cent on any of the relevant markets affected by the 
agreement, where the agreement is made between undertakings that 
are actual or potential competitors on any of these markets (agree-
ments between competitors); or

• if the market share held by each of the parties to the agreement does 
not exceed 10 per cent on any of the relevant markets affected by the 
agreement, where the agreement is made between undertakings that 
are not actual or potential competitors on any of these markets (agree-
ments between non-competitors).

Furthermore, the Notice offers guidance on the calculation and application 
of these market share thresholds in various situations. Agreements con-
taining hard-core restrictions, as defined in point 11 of the Notice such as 
price fixing and market sharing, cannot benefit from an exemption under 
the Notice.

Agreements

9 Is there a definition of ‘agreement’ – or its equivalent – in the 
antitrust law of your jurisdiction? 

There is no definition of ‘agreement’ in the antitrust legal texts. By refer-
ence to settled case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union, the 
HCC accepts that in order for there to be an ‘agreement’ within the mean-
ing of article 1(1) of the Law, it is sufficient that the undertakings in question 
have expressed their joint intention to conduct themselves on the market 
in a specific way. The form in which that common intention is expressed 
is irrelevant, so long as it expresses the parties’ intention to behave on 
the market in accordance with the terms of the ‘agreement’. The concept 
is based on a concurrence of wills between at least two parties, the form 
in which it is manifested being unimportant so long as it constitutes the 
faithful expression of the parties’ intention (Decision 385/V/2008, by ref-
erence to EU case law 41/69, Chemiefarma v Commission, T-41/96, Bayer v 
Commission, T-208/01, Volkswagen v Commission). The HCC’s assessment 
may vary in each case depending on whether a network of interrelated or 
similar agreements exists in the relevant market.

10 In order to engage the antitrust law in relation to vertical 
restraints, is it necessary for there to be a formal written 
agreement or can the relevant rules be engaged by an 
informal or unwritten understanding? 

The form of the agreement is irrelevant. It may be an oral agreement, an 
agreement that was entered into by the parties ‘silently’ or an agreement 
that was not concluded in the specific form required by law. The form in 
which the agreement is manifested is unimportant so long as it constitutes 
the faithful expression of the parties’ intention.

The HCC has found that agreements existed – as opposed to unilateral 
conduct falling outside the prohibition of article 1(1) of the Law – in situa-
tions where the distributors adapted their behaviour according to requests, 
circulars and guidelines that were communicated to them by their supplier. 
According to the HCC, the purpose of such communications was to specify 
the contractual terms of an informal (oral) long-term and uniform distribu-
tion network. ‘Gentlemen’s agreements’ are also considered to accurately 
express the joint intention of the contracting parties. The mere participa-
tion of an undertaking in a meeting where an informal agreement or gen-
eral consensus was reached may be sufficient to conclude that it was party 
to that agreement, in the absence of any public indication to the contrary.

Parent and related-company agreements

11 In what circumstances do the vertical restraints rules apply 
to agreements between a parent company and a related 
company (or between related companies of the same parent 
company)?

The HCC applies the ‘single economic entity doctrine’, by reference to 
case law of the EU courts (Court of Justice and General Court), according 
to which vertical agreements between parent and subsidiary are not caught 
by the prohibition of article 1(1) of the Law, as they are considered to con-
stitute an allocation of roles, efforts or functions within a single economic 
entity. The HCC will also examine whether the parent company directly or 
indirectly exercises control over a related undertaking, namely whether it 
has the power to exercise more than half the voting rights or has the power 
to appoint more than half the members of the supervisory board, board of 
management or bodies legally representing the undertaking, or has the 
right to manage the undertaking’s affairs.

Agent–principal agreements

12 In what circumstances does antitrust law on vertical 
restraints apply to agent–principal agreements in which an 
undertaking agrees to perform certain services on a supplier’s 
behalf for a sales-based commission payment?

Article 1 of the Law applies to agency agreements whereby the agent 
undertakes at least some of the risk or costs associated with carrying out 
its obligations under the agreement, for example, transport costs, advertis-
ing costs, costs for storage and maintenance of stock as well as financing 
or investment costs. The determining factor is whether the agent operates 
autonomously as an independent distributor carrying the related commer-
cial and financial risks of his business, is free to decide his business strategy 
and is able to recover the investment costs that occurred in execution of 
the ‘agency’ agreement. Such cases are considered by the HCC, the Greek 
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courts and commercial legal theory as non-genuine agency or distribution 
agreements, which are caught by article 1(1) of the Law.

13 Where antitrust rules do not apply (or apply differently) to 
agent–principal relationships, is there guidance (or are there 
recent authority decisions) on what constitutes an agent–
principal relationship for these purposes?

In contrast with non-genuine agency agreements (see question 12), anti-
trust rules do not apply to agent–principal relationships where the agent 
acts in the name and on behalf of the principal, so that the agent itself bears 
no business risk resulting from the agent–principal agreement and has no 
business independence (Case No. 392/V/2008). In such cases, the agent is 
not considered as an economically independent undertaking, hence article 
1(1) of the Law does not apply. In Case No. 430/V/2009, the HCC found 
that the undertakings under question were genuine agents (and therefore 
antitrust rules did not apply) since they did not purchase any of the contract 
goods for resale and they did not undertake any of the risks, costs or invest-
ments characterising independent distributors (see question 12).

Intellectual property rights

14 Is antitrust law applied differently when the agreement 
containing the vertical restraint also contains provisions 
granting intellectual property rights (IPRs)? 

If the granting of IPRs is not the main object of the agreement under exam-
ination, the HCC will apply the antitrust law on vertical restraints. The 
clauses that concern the transfer of IPRs must not have the same object 
or effect with any of the prohibited restrictions on vertical restraints. The 
HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no significant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

Analytical framework for assessment

15 Explain the analytical framework that applies when assessing 
vertical restraints under antitrust law.

In its analysis on vertical restraints, the HCC largely follows EU legislation 
and case law. This applies not only to the general legal framework but also 
to the competitive assessment of particular types of restraints. It is com-
mon for the HCC in its decisions to cite and apply the analysis relied on by 
the European Commission, the General Court and the Court of Justice of 
the European Union.

In that context, the HCC will consider those vertical restraints that 
have as their object the restriction or distortion of competition in the rel-
evant market as most serious, and will consider them as unlawful per se. 
Such restraints primarily consist in restricting the buyer’s ability to deter-
mine resale prices (either by imposing fixed prices or maintaining mini-
mum resale prices), allowing for absolute territorial protection by imposing 
restrictions on passive sales or restricting members of a selective distribu-
tion system supplying each other or end users.

HCC practice has not always been uniform. According to early case 
law, agreements containing hard-core restrictions, such as those men-
tioned above, would escape the prohibition of article 1(1) where the parties’ 
market share and turnover in the relevant market were insignificant, thus 
allowing for a conclusion that no restriction or distortion of competition 
was likely to occur in the relevant market. However, since the formal intro-
duction of the De Minimis Notice (see question 8), hard-core restrictions 
such as those mentioned in point 11 of the Notice cannot be exempted and 
will always be considered unlawful per se.

Further, the HCC will examine whether an agreement falls within the 
exemption of article 1(3) of the Law. Agreements, decisions and concerted 
practices or categories thereof falling into the scope of article 1(1) of the 
Law are not prohibited, provided that all the conditions of article 1(3) are 
met (see question 1).

16 To what extent are supplier market shares relevant when 
assessing the legality of individual restraints? Are the market 
positions and conduct of other suppliers relevant? Is it 
relevant whether certain types of restriction are widely used 
by suppliers in the market?

The HCC has largely exempted agreements under article 1(3) of the for-
mer legal regime (Law No. 703/1977, in force until 20 April 2011) contain-
ing restrictions other than those considered as unlawful per se, mainly on 
the basis of the low market shares of the undertakings concerned in the 

relevant market – which in the vast majority of cases were below the de 
minimis threshold – while reserving its right to withdraw the benefit of 
the exemption if market conditions change in the future. Incidentally, the 
HCC has considered whether long-term restrictions were necessary for the 
achievement of pro-competitive objectives and allowed consumers a fair 
share of the benefit.

The HCC has examined in a number of cases the legality of non-com-
pete clauses by reference to market shares. If the market share of the sup-
plier is above 30 per cent or the duration of the restrictions is longer than 
five years, the HCC will carefully examine the legality of the individual 
restraint in the context of the facts of each case. Restrictions of duration 
from two to five years may also fail to qualify for an exemption, especially 
if the supplier has a dominant position in the relevant market. Normally, 
if the supplier has a dominant position, if there exists a very dense exclu-
sive distribution network with small areas assigned to each distributor or 
if exclusive distribution is combined with exclusive supply, non-compete 
clauses are unlikely to qualify for an exemption. Competing suppliers’ mar-
ket shares have also been taken into account in the context of examining 
the cumulative foreclosure effect of similar exclusive distribution agree-
ments between few players in both the upstream and downstream markets.

When assessing individual restraints, the HCC closely follows the 
available guidance and precedents from EU legislation and case law, 
while it often cites the analysis for individual restraints in the European 
Commission’s Vertical Guidelines.

17 To what extent are buyer market shares relevant when 
assessing the legality of individual restraints? Are the market 
positions and conduct of other buyers relevant? Is it relevant 
whether certain types of restriction are widely used by buyers 
in the market?

The HCC considers that buying power may amplify the anticompeti-
tive effects of restrictions in exclusive distribution agreements that are 
imposed by important buyers on one or several suppliers.

Buying power has been taken into account in the context of examining 
the cumulative foreclosure effect of similar exclusive distribution agree-
ments between few players in both the upstream and downstream markets 
(Case 455/V/2009). Market shares between 27 and 45 per cent were suf-
ficient to indicate significant buying power in a market where all the other 
competitors’ market shares were below 10 per cent. 

Following the adoption of EU Regulation No. 330/2010 that intro-
duced a safe-harbour buyer market-share threshold of up to 30 per cent, 
the HCC will apply the same criteria when assessing individual restraints.

Block exemption and safe harbour

18 Is there a block exemption or safe harbour that provides 
certainty to companies as to the legality of vertical restraints 
under certain conditions? If so, please explain how this block 
exemption or safe harbour functions.

No block exemption or safe harbour exists in the sense of EC Regulation 
No. 2790/1999 and EU Regulation No. 330/2010. However, in order to 
ensure a uniform application of national and EC law, the HCC interprets 
article 1 of the Law to vertical restraints by reference to the provisions of 
the EC Regulation, the EC guidelines on vertical restraints and relevant 
case law, as explicitly provided by article 1(4) of the Law.

Types of restraint

19 How is restricting the buyer’s ability to determine its resale 
price assessed under antitrust law? 

Price fixing and setting minimum prices, whether directly or indirectly, 
are both unlawful (see question 15). Such restrictions constitute the most 
serious violations of the antitrust law and may not fall within the exemp-
tion under article 1(3) of the Law. Indicative prices were also found to fall 
within the retail price maintenance restriction in cases where the supplier 
had the right under the agreement to claim compensation in the event of 
non-compliance of the retailer with the indicative price catalogue. Most of 
the HCC’s fining decisions for unlawful vertical restrictions concern price 
fixing and setting minimum prices. Regarding the HCC’s enforcement 
activity, see question 53.
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20 Have the authorities considered in their decisions or 
guidelines resale price maintenance restrictions that apply 
for a limited period to the launch of a new product or brand, 
or to a specific promotion or sales campaign; or specifically to 
prevent a retailer using a brand as a ‘loss leader’?

There is no relevant guidance. The HCC is expected to follow the relevant 
EU legislation and case law on this point.

21 Have decisions or guidelines relating to resale price 
maintenance addressed the possible links between such 
conduct and other forms of restraint?

When examining a cartel case in the dairy products sector, the HCC decided 
to consider the vertical agreements between dairy companies and distribu-
tors separately and in isolation from the horizontal agreements between the 
same dairy companies, adopting separate fining decisions in each case.

In one case (376/V/08), the HCC examined an agreement between 
Greece’s main public social security organisation (IKA) and a number of 
banks for the collection of the employers’ contributions. The parties had 
agreed to a fixed fee for the banks’ intervention of €1 per transaction and 
three working days’ value. The HCC found that this term fell within the 
prohibition of article 1(1) of the Law, as it constituted direct price-fixing; 
however, it decided to exempt the agreement (individual exemption) 
under article 1(3) of the Law (not on the basis of a rule-of-reason analysis) 
due to the efficiencies that arose out of the agreement such as: 
• the use of an automated and effective interbanking system, where the 

uniform fee structure guaranteed the secure and smooth operation of 
the system and removed the burden of separate and time-consuming 
negotiations between the parties involved;

• all users of the system saved time and resources through the simplified 
procedures of the system; and

• the agreement concerned only the fees that IKA had to pay to the banks 
(and not the employers’ costs), it was a result of a separate negotiation 
between IKA and the banks and respected the public policy principles 
(single fee paid from a public sector body to all the banks in exchange 
for comparable transactions).

22 Have decisions or guidelines relating to resale price 
maintenance addressed the efficiencies that can arguably 
arise out of such restrictions?

The HCC considers that cost efficiencies resulting from the mere exercise 
of market power should not be taken into account, especially when exam-
ining agreements containing hard-core restrictions such as resale price 
maintenance. The burden lies on the undertakings concerned to prove that 
their distribution system may bring about benefits that satisfy the condi-
tions for an exemption.

In Case No. 376/V/08, the HCC exempted under article 1(3) of the Law 
a price-fixing agreement between the IKA and a number of banks, taking 
account of the efficiencies that arose out of the particular agreement (see 
question 21).

23 Explain how a buyer agreeing to set its retail price for supplier 
A’s products by reference to its retail price for supplier B’s 
equivalent products is assessed.

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

24 Explain how a supplier warranting to the buyer that it will 
supply the contract products on the terms applied to the 
supplier’s most favoured customer, or that it will not supply 
the contract products on more favourable terms to other 
buyers, is assessed.

Most-favoured customer clauses have been considered in cases of selective 
distribution systems as restrictive of competition and thus unlawful (Case 
66/89), on the basis that buyers unable to fulfil those terms set by the sup-
plier will find themselves at a competitive disadvantage to the rest of the 
resellers of the same products in the relevant market.

In the highly concentrated electricity market, the obligation on the 
supplier not to supply other buyers on most favourable terms where the 
buyer holds a dominant position was considered as a significant barrier 
to entry (Case 458/V/2009). Nevertheless, the agreement qualified for an 
exemption under article 1(3) of the previous Law on the grounds that the 

market share of the particular supplier was insignificant (below 1 per cent) 
and the duration of the agreement was short (three years).

25 Explain how a supplier agreeing to sell a product via internet 
platform A at the same price as it sells the product via internet 
platform B is assessed.

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

26 Explain how a supplier preventing a buyer from advertising 
its products for sale below a certain price (but allowing that 
buyer to subsequently offer discounts to its customers) is 
assessed.

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

27 Explain how a buyer’s warranting to the supplier that it 
will purchase the contract products on terms applied to the 
buyer’s most favoured supplier, or that it will not purchase 
the contract products on more favourable terms from other 
suppliers, is assessed.

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

28 How is restricting the territory into which a buyer may resell 
contract products assessed? In what circumstances may 
a supplier require a buyer of its products not to resell the 
products in certain territories?

Agreements that directly or indirectly have as their object the restriction of 
sales within the territory of the buyer, or to customers to which the buyer 
may sell its products or services, are considered serious restrictions of 
competition and will be found unlawful per se (see question 15).

However, a supplier may restrict the active sales of his direct buyers 
in the territory or to groups of customers that have exclusively been allo-
cated to another buyer or that have been reserved for the supplier. These 
restrictions may not extend to passive sales within that territory or to those 
groups of customers. Passive sales restrictions result in market partition-
ing, impede intra-brand competition and may lead to maintaining price 
differentials within territories or group of customers, either in the whole-
sale or in the retail level of trade, and are treated as hard-core restrictions 
by the HCC and the Greek courts (see, for instance, Athens Administrative 
Court of Appeals Judgment No. 1244/2011).

29 Have decisions or guidance on vertical restraints dealt in 
any way with restrictions on the territory into which a buyer 
selling via the internet may resell contract products? 

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

30 Explain how restricting the customers to whom a buyer may 
resell contract products is assessed. In what circumstances 
may a supplier require a buyer not to resell products to certain 
resellers or end consumers?

See question 28.

31 How is restricting the uses to which a buyer puts the contract 
products assessed?

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

32 How is restricting the buyer’s ability to generate or effect sales 
via the internet assessed?

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

33 Have decisions or guidelines on vertical restraints dealt in 
any way with the differential treatment of different types of 
internet sales channel? In particular, have there been any 
developments in relation to ‘platform bans’? 

No relevant guidance exists to date.
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34 Briefly explain how agreements establishing ‘selective’ 
distribution systems are assessed. Must the criteria for 
selection be published?

Clauses that are considered necessary for the establishment and effec-
tive operation of selective distribution systems and require an agreement 
between supplier and distributor such as product marketing, advertising 
promotions, obligation to purchase a production line or to stock minimum 
quantities, have been found to fall outside article 1(1) of the Law. The sup-
plier may rely on these conditions to refuse a distributor to enter into the 
selective distribution system, provided these are applied uniformly to all 
authorised distributors and there is an objective justification for the refusal.

Regarding vertical restraints that are caught by antitrust law, the HCC 
applies the general analysis described in this chapter, closely following the 
EU legislation and case law.

35 Are selective distribution systems more likely to be lawful 
where they relate to certain types of product? If so, which 
types of product and why?

Selective distribution systems are more likely to comply with antitrust law 
when they relate to branded products of high quality and brand image or 
technically complex products. Because of the nature of the products con-
cerned, certain objective restrictions will normally be allowed, especially 
those that may guarantee wide distribution of said products and strengthen 
their brand image, such as the qualities of the distributor (technical capa-
bilities and professional qualifications), the premises of the distributor 
(appearance, etc), the protection of the product (storage and packaging 
conditions) and aftersales support.

36 In selective distribution systems, what kinds of restrictions 
on internet sales by approved distributors are permitted and 
in what circumstances? To what extent must internet sales 
criteria mirror offline sales criteria?

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance. It is 
expected to follow the relevant EU legislation and case law on this point.

37 Has the authority taken any decisions in relation to actions 
by suppliers to enforce the terms of selective distribution 
agreements where such actions are aimed at preventing sales 
by unauthorised buyers or sales by authorised buyers in an 
unauthorised manner?

The HCC has ruled on selective distribution cases either following a 
notification of the agreement at the time of its conclusion or following 
complaints by distributors against suppliers for violation of contractual 
obligations or for refusal to supply. Hence, there is no particular guidance 
on this point.

38 Does the relevant authority take into account the possible 
cumulative restrictive effects of multiple selective 
distribution systems operating in the same market?

In its early case law (66/89), the HCC had to re-examine a selective distri-
bution agreement to which negative clearance was initially granted, follow-
ing the notification of a significant number of similar agreements covering 
an important part of the relevant market, thus changing the conditions of 
competition as a result of the cumulative effect of those agreements.

39 Has the authority taken decisions (or is there guidance) 
concerning distribution arrangements that combine selective 
distribution with restrictions on the territory into which 
approved buyers may resell the contract products?

In Case No. 332/V/2007, the HCC noted, by reference to a contractual obli-
gation on distributors to sell the products only through retails shops, that 
selected distributors must be free to conduct active or passive sales to end 
users in the area of another member of the selective distribution network, 
even if they are not allowed to open a retail shop in that area.

In the motor vehicle sector, the HCC has examined distribution 
agreements whereby members of a selective distribution network were 
restricted to reselling the products in particular geographical areas and 
found such agreements to be in line with the provisions of the Commission 
Regulation 1475/1995, according to which exclusive and selective distribu-
tion clauses were regarded as indispensable measures of rationalisation in 
the motor vehicle industry.

40 How is restricting the buyer’s ability to obtain the supplier’s 
products from alternative sources assessed?

The HCC considered such restrictions in a number of franchise agree-
ments and declared them illegal (most recently Case No. 580/VII/2013 on 
the Germanos franchise network; also Cases No. 51/1997 and 128/98). To 
the extent that the contract products are available through an authorised 
distribution channel that is not controlled by the supplier, any prohibition 
on the buyer’s ability to obtain products from alternative sources will be 
found to restrict competition and will be considered invalid.

The HCC has examined exclusive supply clauses in conjunction 
with exclusive distribution and single-branding obligations imposed by 
a dominant supplier on its buyers at the wholesale level and found those 
restrictions to result in market partitioning, since the combination of such 
exclusivity clauses had the result of removing intra-brand and interbrand 
competition (Case No. 520/VI/2011; also Case No. 580/VII/2013 on the 
Germanos franchise network, see question 43). Restrictions on cross-sup-
plies between the franchisees in combination with imposition of exclusive 
supply obligations have also been declared illegal, even where the fran-
chiser ’s market share is below 30 per cent, since such restrictions remove 
the benefit of the block exemption under article 4(b) of EU Regulation No. 
330/2010 (Case No. 495/2010).

‘English clauses’, under which the buyer must notify their supplier and 
may accept a competing offer from another supplier only if the terms of 
that offer are more favourable, have been found to be abusive, akin to non-
compete clauses (Case No. 434/V/2009).

41 How is restricting the buyer’s ability to sell non-competing 
products that the supplier deems ‘inappropriate’ assessed?

The HCC’s practice and case law to date offer no relevant guidance.

42 Explain how restricting the buyer’s ability to stock products 
competing with those supplied by the supplier under the 
agreement is assessed.

This question was considered by the HCC in the context of a selective dis-
tribution system. It found that refusal of entry into the system was contrary 
to article 1(1) of the Law, insofar as the only justification behind the refusal 
was that the candidate distributor would not comply with the restriction 
not to stock competing products (Case No. 271/2004).

43 How is requiring the buyer to purchase from the supplier 
a certain amount or minimum percentage of the contract 
products or a full range of the supplier’s products assessed?

The HCC considers such clauses as non-compete restrictions and follows 
the European Commission analysis on this point (Case No. 520/VI/2011). 
In Case No. 551/VII/2012, the obligation to purchase minimum yearly 
quantities, where such quantities exceeded the actual yearly needs of the 
buyer, amounted to an exclusive purchase obligation and was considered 
as likely to violate article 1(1) of the Law. In Case No. 581/VII/2013, the HCC 
found that a contractual obligation agreed between a dominant supplier of 
baby diapers and supermarkets to purchase at least 65 per cent of all the 
supplier’s product codes and to allocate exclusively to those products 60 
per cent of the available shelf space in all retail spots violated article 1(1) of 
the Law and amounted, even if indirectly, to unlawful minimum purchase 
requirements on the supermarkets. However, in the context of franchise 
agreements, the HCC accepts that such restrictions do not fall within the 
prohibition of article 1 of the Law, even where the supplier imposes on the 
franchisee the obligation to purchase all of its products from the franchiser  
for the whole duration of the agreement. The justification is that these 
restrictions are considered necessary for the preservation of the identity 
and the reputation of the franchise network. Similarly, clauses where rea-
sonable minimum turnover targets are imposed have occasionally been 
examined and have been found to be proportionate in the context of fran-
chise agreements. Such restrictions have been accepted as lawful cases of 
default, granting the supplier the right to terminate an agreement. To the 
contrary, obligations on franchisees to purchase their products solely from 
the franchiser and not from other franchisees within the same network 
have been found to constitute a serious restriction of competition (Case 
No. Case No. 580/VII/2013 on the Germanos franchise network). 
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44 Explain how restricting the supplier’s ability to supply to 
other buyers is assessed.

In cases of exclusive supply, the HCC will consider the market position of 
the supplier and the buyer in the relevant markets as well as the term of 
exclusivity (Case No. 267/2004). A 10-year duration exclusivity clause was 
found to restrict the buyer’s ability to source its supplies from other suppli-
ers as well as the opportunity to potential suppliers to provide their goods 
or services to the buyer, and as such, it was caught by the prohibition of 
article 1(1) of the Law. Where the buyer holds a dominant position in the 
relevant (upstream or downstream) market, the obligation on the suppliers 
to supply exclusively such buyer shall be considered as restrictive of com-
petition and declared unlawful (Case No. 538/VII/2012).

The application of article 1(3) may be justified, even for a 10-year term, 
where that period is necessary for the contracting parties to recover the 
costs of significant investments in a very competitive market. Factors such 
as the level and the expected pay-off of the investment, the parties’ market 
shares, the level of expected innovation, as well as estimated consumer 
benefit will also be taken into consideration. The HCC largely relies on the 
analysis of the European Commission and the EU courts on this point.

45 Explain how restricting the supplier’s ability to sell directly to 
end consumers is assessed.

The HCC’s decisions have not dealt with this particular question. The 
HCC is expected to follow the guidance from the relevant EU legislation 
and case law.

46 Have guidelines or agency decisions in your jurisdiction 
dealt with the antitrust assessment of restrictions on 
suppliers other than those covered above? If so, what were the 
restrictions in question and how were they assessed?

Not applicable.

Notifying agreements 

47 Outline any formal procedure for notifying agreements 
containing vertical restraints to the authority responsible for 
antitrust enforcement.

With the entry into force of Law No. 3959/2011 on 20 April 2011, the formal 
notification procedure under article 21 of the previous Law No. 703/1977 
was abolished.

Authority guidance

48 If there is no formal procedure for notification, is it possible 
to obtain guidance from the authority responsible for 
antitrust enforcement or a declaratory judgment from a court 
as to the assessment of a particular agreement in certain 
circumstances?

There is currently no legal provision or informal procedure allowing inter-
ested parties to obtain guidance on the legality of a particular agreement.

Complaints procedure for private parties

49 Is there a procedure whereby private parties can complain 
to the authority responsible for antitrust enforcement about 
alleged unlawful vertical restraints?

Under article 36(1) of the Law, any natural or legal person has the right to 
file a complaint against an infringement of article 1 of the Law and article 
101 of the TFEU. The HCC has published general criteria for the prioritisa-
tion of the cases before it and generally has discretion as to which com-
plaints to pursue.

Enforcement

50 How frequently is antitrust law applied to vertical restraints 
by the authority responsible for antitrust enforcement? 
What are the main enforcement priorities regarding vertical 
restraints?

Vertical restraints cover a very small part of the HCC’s workload, with just 
a few decisions issued each year.

51 What are the consequences of an infringement of antitrust 
law for the validity or enforceability of a contract containing 
prohibited vertical restraints?

The specific restrictions of the agreement are null and void. The validity 
of an agreement is not affected where the HCC considers the unlawful 
clauses to be independent of the rest of the contract. Under article 181 of 
the Greek Civil Code, the remaining clauses of the agreement are valid 
and enforceable if the parties would have entered into the agreement even 
without the clauses that were declared unlawful.

52 May the authority responsible for antitrust enforcement 
directly impose penalties or must it petition another entity? 
What sanctions and remedies can the authorities impose? 
What notable sanctions or remedies have been imposed? Can 
any trends be identified in this regard?

The HCC itself has the power to impose penalties, fines and pecuniary 
sanctions that are provided for in the provisions of the Law. In finding of 
a breach of article 1 of the Law or article 101 of the TFEU, the HCC may 
by decision:
• address recommendations;
• order the undertakings or the associations of undertakings concerned 

to bring the infringement to an end and refrain from it in the future;
• impose behavioural or structural measures, which must be necessary 

and expedient for the termination of the infringement and proportion-
ate to the type and gravity of the infringement;

• impose a fine to the infringing undertakings or associations of under-
takings or to those that do not comply with commitments undertaken, 
pecuniary sanction or both, in case of continuation or repetition of an 
infringement;

• threaten with a fine in case of continuation or repetition of an infringe-
ment; and

• impose the fine threatened, when by decision it finds the continuation 
or repetition of an infringement or the non-fulfilment of a commitment.

Update and trends

Recent developments 
At the time of writing, the HCC had published two decisions in 2015 
dealing with vertical restraints. In Case No.602/2015, the HCC 
accepted, under article 25(6) of the Law, binding commitments 
proposed by nine petroleum companies active in the Greek market to 
amend the terms of their exclusive distribution agreements with their 
retailers. The petroleum companies committed to limit the maximum 
duration of these agreements to five years and to allow the retailers the 
right to an early termination of the agreements in force at the time of 
the decision. Similarly, in Case No.612/2015, the HCC accepted binding 
commitments proposed by five tobacco companies active in the Greek 
market to amend the contractual terms of their distribution agreements 
with their distributors in order to address the following concerns 
identified by the HCC: 
• an indirect prohibition of passive sales outside the distributor’s 

exclusive territory; 

• the obligation on distributors to provide sensitive commercial 
information regarding sales and market shares of competing 
products; and

• direct prohibition of active and passive sales, in a non-exclusive 
distribution system, to other authorised wholesalers or retailers 
outside a defined territory.

Anticipated developments
According to a press release dated 4 August 2015, the HCC will decide 
on alleged vertical restrictions in the context of a franchise or exclusive 
distribution network in the market of kitchen furniture, namely resale 
price maintenance restrictions and prohibitions of passive and intra-
brand sales. On the basis of the information published, this decision 
is not addressing any novel issues, hence it is not expected to have a 
significant impact on this area.

No significant amendments to the Law are expected any time soon.
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If, during an investigation the HCC considers that a violation of article 1 is 
likely to exist, it may also accept commitments from the undertakings con-
cerned to end the suspected violation, making those commitments binding 
for them, even if only for a short time. 

The fine for a violation of article 1 of the Law may reach 10 per cent 
of the turnover of the undertaking for the year during which the violation 
ceased. When a violation committed by an association of undertakings is 
linked with the activities of its members, the fine threatened or imposed 
may reach 10 per cent of the total turnover of its members. If the violation 
continues until the time of the decision, it is the turnover for the previous 
financial year that is taken into account. The Law does not clarify whether 
it is the national or the worldwide turnover that will be taken into account; 
however, to date the fines imposed have been calculated on the basis of 
national turnover. A fine of €10,000 per day may be imposed in cases of 
delay to comply with a decision, according to its provisions. A notice on 
the calculation of fines is available at www.epant.gr/img/x2/categories/
ctg253_3_1193315361.pdf.

The HCC may also impose a fine of up to 10 per cent of the gross turno-
ver of an undertaking for the current or the previous year when the viola-
tion occurred, in cases of non-compliance with a previous decision. 

The legal representatives of the undertakings concerned as well 
as those persons responsible for carrying out the relevant decisions are 
held jointly and severally liable, with their own personal property, to pay 
the fine. An additional fine ranging from €200,000 to €2 million may be 
imposed on the above individuals if they participated in preparing, organ-
ising or committing the infringement.

The HCC may also order interim measures ex officio or following a 
request from the minister of development, in cases where a violation of 
article 1 of the Law or article 101 of the TFEU is likely, and there is an urgent 
case to avert imminent risk of irreparable damage to the public interest. A 
fine of €10,000 per day may be imposed in cases of non-compliance with 
such a decision.

In one of its most publicised cases on vertical agreements, the HCC 
imposed (December 2007) total fines of €28.5 million on supermarkets 
and dairy processors for resale price maintenance and passive sales restric-
tions. However, no particular trend can be established regarding the 
HCC’s fining policy, considering the very few fining decisions on vertical 
restraints cases that the HCC has adopted to date. In those cases, the level 
of fines ranged up to 2 per cent of the national turnover of the undertaking 
concerned.

It should also be noted that the Law provides for criminal sanctions. 
Those who, whether individually or as representatives of legal entities, vio-
late article 1 of the Law or article 101 of the TFEU face a fine ranging from 
€15,000 to €150,000. If the infringing act concerns undertakings that are 
actual or potential competitors, the fine ranges from €100,000 to €1 mil-
lion and a sentence of imprisonment of at least two years also applies.

Investigative powers of the authority

53 What investigative powers does the authority responsible for 
antitrust enforcement have when enforcing the prohibition of 
vertical restraints?

The HCC may conduct investigations on its own initiative following a com-
plaint or following a request by the minister of development.

Acting within its investigative powers, the president of the HCC or 
an HCC official duly authorised by him may request information in writ-
ing from any person, undertaking or public authority. Failure by a natural 
person or an undertaking to fully comply with such an information request 
within the time limit set by the HCC may incur a fine of at least €15,000 
and up to 1 per cent of the national turnover of the undertaking that failed 
to provide the information.

Furthermore, in order to investigate a possible breach of article 1(1), 
HCC officials, entrusted with the powers of tax inspectors, have the author-
ity to:
• inspect and receive copies or extracts of any kind of books, informa-

tion, communications and documents of the undertakings concerned, 
even if they are in possession of their directors or any other personnel, 
regardless of their physical or electronic form or place of storage;

• confiscate books, documents and other evidence as well as electronic 
means for the storage and transfer of data that constitute professional 
information;

• inspect and collect information and data of mobile terminals, portable 
devices and their servers, even if they are located outside the buildings 
of the undertakings under investigation;

• conduct investigations at the offices and other premises and means of 
transportation of the undertakings concerned; 

• secure any business premises, books or documents during the 
investigation;

• conduct searches at the private homes of managers, directors, admin-
istrators and, in general, persons entrusted with the management of 
a business, provided there is reasonable suspicion that books or other 
documents that belong to the undertaking concerned and are rele-
vant to the investigation are kept there; and

• take sworn or unsworn testimonies, ask for explanations and record 
the relevant answers.

Obstructing the HCC’s investigation or refusing to present the requested 
documents and information and provide copies incurs a fine of between 
€15,000 and €100,000. It is not uncommon that the HCC asks for the pub-
lic prosecutor to be present during investigations.
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Private enforcement

54 To what extent is private enforcement possible? Can non-
parties to agreements containing vertical restraints obtain 
declaratory judgments or injunctions and bring damages 
claims? Can the parties to agreements themselves bring 
damages claims? What remedies are available? How long 
should a company expect a private enforcement action to 
take?

The legal basis for bringing an action for damages in Greece is article 914 
of the Civil Code establishing tort liability, under which anyone can claim 
damages provided the following conditions are met:
• unlawful act;
• fault (intent or negligence);
• damage; and
• causal link between the unlawful act and the damage.

The civil courts have jurisdiction to hear such actions and may adjudicate 
compensation and reasonable pecuniary satisfaction in case of moral dam-
age (article 932 of the Civil Code). Compensation may be awarded in the 
form of pecuniary damages or in natural restitution, depending on the spe-
cific circumstances of the case (article 297 of the Civil Code).

It may take up to two or three years for a court ruling on a private 
enforcement action in the first instance. The successful party may recover 
the legal costs that were necessary for supporting their action and mini-
mum legal fees, according to the limits set by law.

Other issues

55 Is there any unique point relating to the assessment of vertical 
restraints in your jurisdiction that is not covered above?

Article 18a of Law No. 146/1914 on unfair competition prohibits abusive 
behaviour towards economically dependent undertakings in vertical rela-
tionships, irrespective of the existence of a dominant position. For this rea-
son, it is often referred to as part of the vertical agreements legal framework.
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